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Message from
the President
President
Gerald (Jerry) R. Genge, P.Eng., BDS,
BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med.

S

ince I caught heck last issue for
showing a picture of me building a gazebo on the waterfront
using pressure-treated lumber (albeit
16 feet above water level and buffered
by an impassable thicket of cedars), I
thought this month I’d show something
a little less provocative—so, just the
face, and the tie, and the getting-yourpicture-taken backdrop. All I can say is
that it looks better than my new license
photo, which by all accounts aligns me
nicely with the terrorist gallery in the
post-office.
It’s been a year and a bit since I was
elected by the Board as your President.
Apparently, I’m not allowed to leave the
post just yet. So, I guess that (with consent of the 2010-2011 Board) I’ll stay on
and see if we can keep pushing along the
things we started.
Even though, this is not a retiring message, I still am compelled to thank the
elected Board for the hard work to date.
We’ve brought OBEC a long way in a
short time. Good work! A big part of that
step forward was getting good help. Our
retained association manager is in full
stride and members are seeing the benefits of professional input.
Our committees have made great
strides, too. In particular, the BSSO/
Academic committee lead by Prof. Kim

Pressnail has been very active. More can
be read in his article on page 40.
Our technical programs have begun a
shift from monthly meetings to day-long conferences. The conferences allow for a greater
exploration of the topics. We also changed
out the technology transfer venue to a hotel
setting more accessible to members outside
the Toronto core and (aside from great technical program content), I think it is in part a
reason that attendance has risen.
Looking ahead, we moved the Spring
EIFS conference to the end of October
and tied it to GreenPrint 2011. Last year’s
GreenPrint 2010 was a great success and
by blending this conference into a two-day
effort with EIFS on one day, and sustainability and energy themes on the other day,
we had a full slate of “not to be missed”
presentations to share with conference
attendees.
Lastly, the NBEC Conference is coming to Winnipeg in May 2011. If you don’t
have the notices, try the OBEC website or
go to page 28 for details. I hope to see you
there!
Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng., BDS, BSSO,
C.Arb., Q.Med.
President,
Ontario Building Envelope Council
“….The Source”
www.obec.on.ca
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A Promise to Future Generations -

A New Path to Follow!
By M. Touchie, K.D. Pressnail, E. Tzekova and A. Beheshti

I

magine a world where all people
were bound to respect the rights of
future generations.
Today, we face some serious challenges. Worldwide problems of global warming, climate-change and the diminishing
supply of inexpensive carbon-based energy threaten our biosphere and our industrialized economies. These problems not
only compromise our ability but the ability
of future generations to meet their needs,
to fulfill their dreams and to determine
their destinies.
Solving these global problems means
that we need to work together to make
more sustainable and responsible decisions
and we need to begin making them now.
Although change is occurring, according
to William D. Ruckelshaus, former head of
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
bringing about the necessary paradigm shift
toward more sustainable behavior will be a
momentous task. He believes that:
“Moving nations and people in the direction of sustainability would be a modification of society comparable in scale to only
two other changes: the Agricultural Revolution of the late Neolithic and the Industrial

Revolution of the past two centuries. Those
revolutions were gradual, spontaneous, and
largely unconscious. This one will have to
be a fully conscious operation, guided by the
best foresight that science can provide. If we
actually do it, the undertaking will be absolutely unique to humanity’s stay on earth.”
As each day passes, the need for change
becomes more compelling. The enlightened no longer debate whether change is
necessary but ask how we should respond
so that orderly and prudent change is
brought about. What actions should we
be taking? What decisions will ensure that
people in the future have the opportunity
to enjoy the bountiful world that we have
come to know?
A part of the solution begins with the
way we think about our role in life. The
First Nations people believed that, “we
do not inherit the earth from our parents
but we borrow it from our children.” With
this philosophy, the indigenous people
lived sustainably for many generations
and living sustainably is a natural course
forward that begins when considering the
environment and the needs of future generations as well as the needs of the present
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generation. Today, many already recognize the need to live more sustainably. To
some, this isn’t “news,” nor is it a paradigm shift in thinking but rather a “natural” course forward, in part, because they
see themselves as a future generation.
So how can we all move forward
together to strive to protect the needs of
the people of the future? Beyond a weak
ethical duty, there is no duty in law requiring anyone, including designers and constructors, to protect the interests of future
generations. In fact, creating such a legal
duty has yet to occur. Back in the 1970s
Jacques Cousteau saw the need for such
a law and created a “Bill of Rights for Future Generations”. Through the auspices
of the Cousteau Society, a declaration of
these rights by the United Nations was
sought in 1992. The work of his Society
was not accepted at that time but today
there is an even greater need for such a
declaration!
In the absence of such a legal duty
to protect the interest of future generations, a group of University of Toronto
Engineering Students, Alumni, and Faculty gathered together and created “A

Promise to Future Generations” based
on Cousteau’s original work. Known affectionately as “The Promise,” it is based
on Cousteau’s original powerful vision.
“The Promise” is a purely voluntary commitment that when accepted, becomes a
matter of conscience.
As designers and constructors, “The

“The enlightened no

A Promise to Future Generations
Inspired by and Adapted from: “THE COUSTEAU SOCIETY /
EQUIPE COUSTEAU”
I,__________________________________________, believe that all generations
should have the opportunity to enjoy the bountiful world that I have come to know.
I believe that all life is precious and inseparable from the environment, and that the
well-being of humanity is dependent on the condition of this Earth.
I believe in the worth and dignity of all people, present now and in the future.

longer debate whether

I believe that the consequences of humanity’s decisions can threaten the ability of
future generations to meet their needs, to fulfill their dreams, and to determine
their destinies.

change is necessary but

As a citizen of the world, I know there are better paths.

ask how we should respond so that orderly
and prudent change is
brought about.”

My journey, a product of my choices, shall not be bound by the practices of the past.
Guided by the best foresight that our wisdom can provide, together we shall find
responsible solutions that will make future generations proud.
If I can do something to change this world, let me begin now.
Today, I declare this promise. Tomorrow, we shall face these challenges together.
To this end, I promise to uphold to the best of my abilities the principles outlined in
the five Articles herein.

Article I
Promise” reminds us that we need to
realize that our role here is one of stewardship—we are the trustees for future
generations. To fulfill this role, we need
to look beyond “me” and “now” and anticipate the impacts that our decisions
will have on the people of today as well
as tomorrow. If we are to live and develop
more sustainably or more responsibly
then we must consider the needs of future
generations as well.
What began in 2008 is growing beyond the boundaries of the university. As
more people join together in signing “The
Promise,” our collective strength gathers.
Individually, our contributions may seem
small, but if we all strive to make the part
of the world that we can influence, better, then collectively we can bring about
change that will protect the rights of future generations.
Today our society faces some incredible challenges and in order to fare well on
the road ahead, we believe that we should
begin implementing the principles and
values as articulated in “A Promise to Future Generations,” now. Can you imagine
a world where all people step forward and
agree to be bound by such a promise?
Just imagine!
n

Each generation has the right to inherit a healthy Earth where they can develop
their culture and social bonds as a member of one intergenerational family, and
each generation has a corresponding responsibility to accord a similar right to
future generations.

Article II

All generations, sharing in the estate and heritage of the Earth, have a duty as
trustees for future generations to use resources responsibly and with forethought, to
honour life on Earth, and to foster human freedom.

Article III

In fulfilling the duty owed to future generations, it is the paramount responsibility of
each generation to be prudent and constantly vigilant to ensure that biodiversity and
the balance of nature are respected.

Article IV

All appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure that the rights of future
generations are protected and not sacrificed for the expedience and convenience of
the present generation.

Article V

The rights of future generations have a claim on the conscience of all peoples.
To develop a culture that promotes respect for individuals, society, and the
environment, every person is challenged to imaginatively implement these
principles as if in the very presence of those future generations whose rights we seek
to perpetuate.
This promise was signed and sealed this___________day of__________,__________,
in the presence of__________________________________________;
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal:
__________________________________________.
(seal)
http://www.civil.engineering.utoronto.ca/studentlife/promise.htm
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Energy Performance in
a Heritage Context:
Modeling Points to Best Payback
By John Dam and Terry Bergen, Read Jones Christoffersen Ltd.

E

ngineering consultants were recently
required to balance thermal performance against heritage concerns
in a roof replacement and building envelope
restoration project at Church of St. John the
Divine in Victoria, BC. Visual or character
defining alterations were largely prohibited on
the registered historic building but there was
some room to manoeuvre on the exterior roof,
which had been clad with asphalt shingles in
the 1960s.
As part of the initial condition assessment,
consultants used a three-dimensional energy
modelling program that can provide a full
energy analysis, accounting for a building’s
geographical location, intended use, construction assemblies and HVAC system specifications. This was used to develop options for increasing the efficiency of the church’s roofing
assembly.
The first step was to input the performance
of the existing building envelope assemblies.
These included the heritage-designated
mass masonry walls, which are 450 millimetres
or 18 inches thick, and the feature windows,
consisting of 3. 2 millimetre thick panes of
glass in terra cotta frames.
Two building scenarios were then modelled:
1. The retained heritage structure with the
roof clad in the original slate (effective
RSI-Value of 0.52 K•m2/W); or
2. The retained heritage structure with the
roof clad in the original slate but with the
addition of 260mm (10.3”) of standard
expanded polystyrene insulation (effective
RSI-Value of 7.0 K•m2/W).
Assumptions for calculations
In constructing the computer model, the
church was treated as open interior space,
eliminating the vestibule spaces in the tower
and porches as well as the internal partitions
that defined space but not necessarily interior environment. Window dimensions were

The St. John the Divine Anglican Church is located in Victoria, BC. As part of the
initial assessment, consultants used a three-dimensional energy modelling program to
provide a full energy analysis, accounting for the building’s geographical location, intended use, construction assemblies and HVAC system specifications.
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also simplified by grouping typical three-conjoined assemblies
together as one.
Weather data from the 2002 calendar year at Victoria International Airport was entered into the model based on four hour
increments. To simplify the modelling effort, some assumptions
and simplifications were made regarding other data input.
Occupancy was set to reflect relatively light occupancy loads
except for shorter periods of high occupancy (100+ persons) occurring during regularly scheduled services. Heating was set to
20˚C for occupied periods and set back to 10˚C when unoccupied. Due to the age of the building, infiltration due to lack of
building air-tightness was set to 1.5 Air Changes/Hour (ac/h) to
conform with values found for similar structures.
Building and window shading effects were not accounted for
given the church’s location, orientation and proximity to neighbouring structures. General lighting energy for the space was assumed to be equivalent to the amount of light provided by fluorescent bulbs in an average office space with the lights following
the same schedule as occupancy.
The heating system for the church was set as a hot-water radiator heating system with natural ventilation using natural gas for
fuel. For the purpose of the simulation, domestic hot water usage
was considered negligible, as it would not be affected by a change
in roof properties.

Consultants are now in final stages of reviewing quotes for the
restoration work with the design intention of returning the roof
to its original construction of slate tile on roofing felt.
Preliminary analysis and modelling indicates that reducing the
rate of air leakage—perhaps by as much as 33 percent—could
lower the annual energy consumption in the church by more than
15 percent. Practical measures such as improving the weather
stripping of the windows and doors could potentially yield greater energy savings at a much lower cost than insulating the roof.
Once the restoration is completed, building performance will
be monitored via utility billings to determine how closely the improved efficiency of the restored church compares to the construction stage energy models.
n
John Dam, P.Eng., LEED AP and Terry Bergen, C.Tech.,
CCCA, LEED AP, are with the Reed Jones Christoffersen Ltd., the
engineering consulting firm overseeing the St. John the Divine roofing and building envelope restoration. For more information, see the
website at www.rjc.ca.

Given the unimpressive payback that
roof insulation would yield, church
officials decided to focus on other areas
of the building envelope assembly that
would not add significant financial stress
to the construction budget.
Simulated evidence
The simulations showed that the main draw on consumed
energy over the year is, by a large margin, the generation of heat.
The main heat losses are attributed to the lack of air tightness,
followed by losses through glazing, roofing and wall systems. The
main heat gains are due to the heating of the building and solar
heat gain through the windows.
The simulations also provided insight into the potential
improvement derived from insulating the roof. Energy model
output indicated this would deliver a 7 percent annual reduction,
which could not justify the cost of the roof insulation. When applied against the increase in project costs for the addition of insulation, the simple payback period was in the range of 80 years.
Looking beyond the roof, the model showed where more significant losses are occurring and where gains would be needed
to create either a more comfortable space or more economically
feasible investment in thermal upgrades. Given the unimpressive
payback that roof insulation would yield, church officials decided
to focus on other areas of the building envelope assembly that
would not add significant financial stress to the construction
budget, i.e. addressing energy loss from air leakage through the
building envelope.
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HVAC and Envelope:
Building Harmony
By Peter Adams, Morrison Hershfield Canada

S

omething was amiss. When we stepped out of the car on
that cold and damp February morning, we noticed the
cooling tower on the nursing home roof was spewing long
trails of vapour. The tower appeared angry and it should have
been. After all, at that time of year, it should have been enjoying a six-month hibernation. But there it was, unhappily churning
away as the snow sloshed beneath our boots. You could almost
hear the Pink Floyd cash register sounds.¹ Sometimes necessary
for larger commercial buildings, year round cooling for a threestory wood-framed residential building just isn’t, well, cool, and
helped explain why energy bills here were off the charts when
compared to the owner’s similar facilities.
Originally on site to review moisture damage and mould
growth as the result of a burst sprinkler pipe, our head scratching
continued as we originally could not tell if the attic mechanical
space was intended to be inside or outside the building envelope. Needless to say, as building envelope engineers, this was a
tad frustrating. There were some subtle hints the designers were
equally confused, such as the electric baseboard heater happily
working away next to the angry cooling tower, outdoors. I think
the heater was undersized.

Most HVAC systems would be no more than one of those ridiculous patio heaters without some kind of an envelope to keep
the conditioned air conditioned. Remember our little outdoor
heater, frantically trying to meet its set point? As the building
wall gets more and more like a proper building envelope and less
and less like free air, the HVAC system demand steadily decreases until the point where, perhaps, we need only the most modest
of systems, even for the most serious of climates.
Conversely, the purpose of the most thermally efficient, air
tight and appropriately vapour controlling envelope³ would be
completely lost without some kind of indoor space conditioning.
Temperature control and fresh air—our target indoor environments are defined by our physiological needs that dictate a rather
narrow band of indoor conditions that prevent us from perishing,

I can’t help but think that better
communication would have resulted
in the supply plenum being better
detailed on the architectural drawings.
A more thorough review led to the discovery that there was
virtually no air barrier between the third-floor occupied space
and the attic. Even the tropical jet stream of warm air barrelling into the attic space was not enough to prevent pipes from
freezing on the coldest of days. In the end, the top-floor heating
requirements were so excessive, the building owners had to run
the cooling system to make the lower floors habitable.
It seemed the mechanical designer and architect were not on
the same continent during the design of this building, let alone
ever in the same room together. This is an extreme case, no
doubt, but it emphasizes the strong link between building envelope and HVAC system operation and the importance of collaboration during systems design.²
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or, for the less dramatic, from at least complaining too much.
The HVAC system and building envelope must maintain this
delicate indoor environment balance for all climatic regions, albeit Winnipeg in winter maybe more of a challenge than Victoria
in summer.
The direct and intimate relationship between building envelopes and HVAC system is undeniable. HVAC systems ventilate
and condition indoor space by creating pressures to induce airflow, they add or subtract heat to maintain desired temperature
and may add or subtract air moisture during this process either
by humidification or through cooling. The building envelope
counteracts each of these three functions with an air barrier,
thermal insulation and appropriate vapour diffusion control. Imbalances in any of these functions mean a performance reduction—perhaps energy loss from thermal bridging or condensation in areas that result in reduced durability and failure.4
Working with and against each other in balance is what
HVAC systems and building envelopes do. Effective design of
one requires proper consideration of the other and it is necessary
to allocate enough resources and time to this task.
An under-floor supply air system north of Toronto blows
warm, humidified air directly into the first floor cavity wall of
a new office building. A line was left off an architectural drawing, effectively extending the supply plenum into the wall cavity, resulting in wasted energy and moisture damage. I can’t help
but think that better communication would have resulted in the
supply plenum (a significant mechanical element) being better
detailed on the architectural drawings.

We have the knowledge to build buildings that maximize
envelope performance to permit the minimization of HVAC
systems. To move towards this HVAC utopia, mechanical systems need to be considered as the important systems they are
(somewhere at least above lobby finishes and fancy faucets).
HVAC and envelope designers need to be led to the same
table, and given the wherewithal to do some good old fashioned figuring.
n
Peter Adams is a Past President of OBEC, and a Senior Building
Envelope Engineer in Morrison Hershfield’s Toronto office.
References
1. For those of you old enough to get this reference to the
1973 song “Money” off Dark Side of the Moon, I am glad to
see you have adopted the lifelong learning (hopefully) philosophy. Those of you that aren’t old enough should listen
to the album, and get (or stay) actively involved with your
local building envelope council.
2. Commissioning is also an important part of new building
construction, although not evident from this building. I
think someone maybe forgot their checklists.
3. To those of you who know who you are, you’re welcome.
4. By far the biggest danger to building envelopes is bulk water penetration; however there have been some spectacular
moisture related failures due to air leakage, and, to a much
lesser extent, vapour diffusion.
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Saskatchewan’s Newest
(and Most Complex)
Building Opens for Business
By James Youck, P3 Architects

T

he Saskatchewan Disease Control Laboratory (SDCL) is a new,
$55 million, state of the art public
health lab serving the people of Saskatchewan. The facility, opened in Spring of
2010, is a 113,000 square foot facility consisting of high intensity Containment Level
2 (CL-2) labs as well as a state of the art
Containment Level 3 (CL-3) lab. Administrative offices, staff support areas, and material management constitutes the remainder of the building. The project was initated by the Provincial Government in 2005
and is a replacement of the existing time
expired building. The facility is in full operation except for the CL-3 laboratory areas,
which are awaiting Federal certification.
The client was represented by the
Ministry of Government Services and the
stakeholders by the Ministry of Health and
the SDCL Administrative and Medical
executive. The Saskatchewan Provincial
Government mandated a LEED Certified project with a preference to achieve
a LEED Silver standard. This is an ambitious goal for a high intensity laboratory
building and required a close partnership
with Innovation Place – Regina, the site

Photos courtesy of David Whittaker.
landlord, in order to meet the project parameters. Innovation Place was established
adjacent to the University of Regina in
2002 as a university related research park.
Significant partnership opportunities were
recognized by the SDCL and the Ministries
by locating the new laboratory within Innovation Place.
The SDCL, Innovation Place and the
Design Team placed sustainability as one
of the top priorities for the project. To facilitate a LEED Silver Certification, the
orientation of the SDCL is on an east-west
axis, a direction not originally supported
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by the Innovation Place master plan. Innovation Place subsequently implemented
a revision to the master plan in support
of the SDCL green goals. The SDCL was
then able to take full advantage of this
premium orientation to flood the interior
spaces with natural light. Horizontal sunshades protect the south oriented strip
windows and large expanses of glass on
the east and west elevations utilize a green
tint to increase the shading coefficient.
All glazing in the building is triple glazed,
argon filled and low-e coated to maximize
thermal performance in a building that
routinely runs at a minimum 40 percent
relative humidity. Thermally broken aluminium curtain wall framing completes the
window assembly.

Due to the sensitive nature of the work
conducted within the SDCL, the building
envelope was designed with a minimum
50 year life span. High-quality exterior
materials, including composite aluminium
and Tyndall stone panels, are accented by
the combination of clear and tinted glazing units. A low-e TPO (thermoplastic
plyolefin) roofing system was utilized along
with high R-values (R-40 roof, R-30 walls
minimum).
These key components provide a thermally consistent interior and a high performing envelop. The entire envelope, in
particular the window and wall interface
locations, underwent testing to ensure the
specified performance requirements were
met. The window to wall ratio was also
carefully coordinated with the requirements for natural light to ensure that an
optimum balance was achieved.
Energy modeling indicates the building
will exceed MNECB by over 50 percent.
Energy modeling and life cycle cost analysis also indicated that the best insulation
for this application was a foil faced polyisocyanurate with a minimum thickness of
100mm. Wind pattern analysis was utilized
to ensure that exhaust air would be appropriately disbursed as well as avoiding any
possible air entrainment issues.
The building mechanical systems are
defined by the complex relationship between three program areas of the SDCL;
administration and staff areas; CL-2 labs;
and the CL-3 suite. To provide for maximum flexibility and to minimize energy
use, the mechanical systems provide three
distinct ventilation and cooling systems,
two heating systems and two steam systems. In addition, heat reclaim and economization associated with the ventilation
systems as well as water reclaim support
the project’s sustainable goals. Standard
and safety plumbing systems and standard
wet and pre-action fire protection systems
were designed on a lab-by-lab, space-byspace basis to serve the variety of requirements for the SDCL. To enhance energy
efficiency, lighting is on occupancy sensors
and photocell sensors to adjust the amount
of artificial light required in the spaces.
The CL-3 Lab portion of the building
requires special design considerations for
containment associated with the ventilation, exhaust, air pressurization and plumbing decontamination systems. Additionally

there is a network of special gases, vacuum
and compressed air systems to serve the
lab. Each system has redundancy in accordance with the special needs and requirements of the operation of the facility
as well as the ability to operate in a variety
of emergency modes. The CL-3 Lab has
been designed to have 100 percent redundancy and consists of two suites that can be
completely shut down independent of one
another. This is to facilitate sterilization
of one suite of the L-3 lab without a complete suspension of services. The building
is complete with two emergency generators
with a total capacity of 2.5 megawatts that
have the capacity to keep the critical functions of the SDCL running for indefinate
periods. This is a critical component of the
design and is a result of the SDCL disaster
planning process.
The design team and the SDCL advocated for a broader application of sustainable ideas. These manifest themselves in
the high-quality staff support areas in the
building. The staff lounge is located with
access to a south facing terrace landscaped
with drought resistant prairie grasses and
protected by deciduous trees. The landscape that falls within the property line of
the SDCL is irrigated via a water retention
tank stored in the basement of the building. This negates any requirement for potable irrigation and serves as a storm water
retention system for the building. Low flow
toilets and waterless urinals complete the
water conservation strategy. The staff also
has access to sunlit lounge areas adjacent
to the laboratory areas on each floor. These
spaces provide respite zones from the high
intensity lab areas and serve as impromptu
meeting zones to encourage collegial dialogue between various departments.

Project Challenges,
Successes and Issues
• Challenges – complexity of uncompromised program requirements, budget
and schedule constraints, stringent
health safety and security measures.
• Successes – pending LEED certification for a public health lab, facility
enables efficient capability for true
cutting edge, fore-front scientific diagnosis and typing.
• Issues – 356/24/7 operation, continued
refinement and definition of user requirements through construction, ability to accommodate and react to new
scopes of work through construction –
new equipment, new technology, new
lab processes, etc. – infrastructure in
place to enable lab.
The SDCL has become recognized as a
National and international benchmark facility. This building represents the endless
design possibilities that can be achieved
through an engaged, integrated, design
process. 
n
James Youck, B.A., B.Arch., MSAA,
MMAA, RAIC, AIA, graduated from the
University of Saskatchewan with Distinction
in 1989, and completed a 5-year professional
degree in architecture at Carleton University
where he again graduated with Distinction.
Mr. Youck has been responsible for many of
the Saskatchewan’s landmark buildings, such
as the $60 million University of Regina Laboratory building addition, the signature building for Innovation Place Regina; the award
winning Terrace Building, and the Saskatchewan Disease Control Laboratory. P3A is an
architecture, interior design and planning firm
with offices in Regina and Saskatoon.
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First Canada Place Revamped
By Mark Brook, P.Eng., BVDA Façade Engineering Ltd.

W

hen built in 1975 First Canadian Place, located
in downtown Toronto, was the tallest building in
Canada, the tallest in the British Commonwealth
and the eighth tallest in the world. At over 298 m tall it is, today, dwarfed by Toronto’s other iconic building, the CN Tower, but it remains one of the tallest office buildings in the world.
Designed by Edward Durrell Stone and Bregmann + Hamann
Architects, the tower sits atop a large podium block and is basically
square in plan with notched corners. The steel structure is clad with
white Carrara marble like many other buildings world-wide including one of Stone’s other high rise designs, the Aon Center in Chicago, IL.
While Carrara marble has endured for centuries in other climates, often as thickly cut slabs, when used as a thin cladding in
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colder climates it is subject to surface deterioration, strength loss
and thermal hysteresis which results in a characteristic bowing. This
led to the removal of the marble from the Aon Center and its replacement with granite, which is much more suited to a thin cut, cold
climate application.
The First Canadian Place ownership consortium, headed by
Brookfield Properties, has also embarked on a replacement programme for the marble. This forms the centerpiece of Brookfield’s
current rejuvenation programme for the First Canadian Place, aptly
dubbed “Redefining First”.
The Carrara marble, as the spandrel cladding, is the critical outer
screen of the overall wall system. The deteriorating stone is backed
by a vented air space, fibrous insulation and a deep plate steel beam
that forms the spandrel beams of the steel structure. The deep
beams coupled with the plate steel columns form
a very rigid structure which, in part, has contributed to the life of the marble cladding to date.
The original wall design incorporated elements
that arguably were ahead of their time, including continuous sheet metal air barrier seals to
connect the steel spandrel beams to the window
heads and sills, stainless steel head and sill flashings which are continuous, creating compartments consistent with contemporary rainscreen
design, corner vertical compartment seals to reduce lateral air flow in the compartments and exterior insulation over the primary structure. All
of these details have contributed to the overall
good performance of the façade, notwithstanding the stone deterioration.
As the original marble was one of the character-defining elements of the tower, its replacement required careful consideration of several
different materials by the architectural team of
Moed de Armas & Shannon and B+H Architects. A glass laminate was the eventual material
choice providing proven performance that could
be engineered to meet the specific requirements
of the project.
The spandrel panels consist of triple-ply laminated glass lites structurally silicone bonded to
extruded aluminum ladder frames. The tripleply laminate is unique in the frit pattern design
and in its overall size which exceeds most contemporary applications for triple-ply laminated
products.
The frit pattern consists of a white criss-cross
diamond pattern on the number two surface and
an overall frit pattern on the number five surface,
creating a shadow effect. Bronze coloured glass
in double-ply laminates is to be used as accents

to the notched corners in the recladding concept. Selection of the
aesthetic make up of the glass spandrels was only one component of
the overall project, which includes three basic tasks: access; removal
and preparation; and recladding.
Access
The access system for the project is a significant engineering undertaking by itself and when coupled with the logistics of a downtown site, a 298 m tall tower and a fully occupied building, it forms
the major component of the project. Working with the project’s construction manager, Ellis Don, the access system provider Atlantic
Hoisting designed a custom moveable platform, system. The three
tier platforms, complete with monorails and exterior screening, have
a lower level for heavy removals, an upper level for installation of
the new glass spandrels and an intermediate level for miscellaneous
light work. The platforms are suspended from multiple cables originating at headframes and winches at roof level during floor-to-floor
movements but are locked into the building face when actual work is
being done on the cladding.
The platforms were assembled at the podium roof deck and
hoisted to the uppermost level to start the work in a top down fashion. The more complicated details at the upper level require more
time and special glazing practices compared to the typical floors
which are anticipated to achieve an optimum four day cycle. Two
man and material hoists feed the working platforms and carry the
removed marble back to grade for recycling.
Given the height and downtown location of the tower, work on
the platforms is weather dependant and a full wind and weather
monitoring system has been installed. Safety is always a top concern
and the project incorporates some unique safety procedures such
as designated access windows to allow workers to “break into” the
building as a means of emergency egress from the platforms.
Removals
Clifford Restoration, the firm that installed the stone, originally
in 1975. They are the contractor engaged to remove the marble and
prepare the walls to receive the spandrel panels. Unlike the technology employed in the access system and the spandrel panel design, the
stone removal remains very much a job for strong arms and backs.
After the initial removal of the stone and the insulation behind,
the construction team had its first large scale view of the backing
steel structure. To date, only minimal corrosion of the steel has been
observed and that corrosion has been superficial. The programme
includes treatment of corroded areas; the resealing of joints, particularly around the window frames; removal of unnecessary anchors
which previously supported the stone and may now conflict with the
spandrel frames; correction of any flashing deficiencies; and then the
installation of new mineral fibre insulation.

tunnel study commissioned
for the project. Testing was
conducted on unbroken glass
lites and on samples intentionally broken to assess the
post breakage behaviour of
the assembly.
The spandrel panel as
an exterior cladding is not
intended to be airtight or
completely watertight but the
design incorporates gasketed
joint seals and rainscreen
design elements. The panels integrate with each other
and with the new aluminum A view of a wall with stone and insulation
window washing guide tracks. removed in preparation for the retrofit work
The panels are supported to the steel.
on a custom anchor system
which engages the panel frame allowing for adjustment along with
panel thermal movement and building sway. The aluminum anchor
assembly is fixed to the steel spandrel beam via welded steel studs.
The extremely regular nature of the tower cladding results in
many near identical spandrel panel frames over much of the tower.
The inset signage at the “top of the house” makes the installation of
preglazed frames impossible and this has led Sota to move a complete two part silicone sealant pump up the tower along with factory
trained technicians to field install glass in this area. This unusual
practice, subject to close review, was one of the unique approaches
employed to address special areas of the façade.
The spandrel recladding of the First Canadian Place tower is the
largest and most visible element in Brookfield’s “Redefining First”
programme. The programm, however, also includes the gradual upgrading of the insulating glass units in the vision area of the wall;
upgrades to the complex mechanical and electrical systems; renovations to lobby and entrance systems along with retail concourse improvements; and the eventual recladding of the podium. All of these
measures work toward maintaining First Canadian Place’s presence
as an iconic building on the Toronto skyline.
n
Mark Brook, P.Eng., is a Principal with BVDA Façade Engineering
Ltd. BVDA provides specialized consultation on the design and performance of building envelope systems from offices in Ottawa and Toronto.

Recladding
The technology employed in the design of the spandrel panel system is not that different from conventional unitized curtain wall design but the larger-than-normal triple-ply laminated glass prompted
detailed analysis by both the design consultants and the spandrel
panel supplier, Sota Glazing of Brampton, ON. The glass panel designs were subjected to an extensive prototype testing programme
involving numerous cycles of varying load levels based on a wind
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“Living Building” Project Raises Green Awareness

A view of the roof petals and glazed oculus from the atrium. Photo courtesy of Busby Perkins+Will Architects Co.

By Catherine Lemieux and Sophie Mercier, Morrison Hershfield Limited

I

nspired by the orchid flower, the VanDusen Botanical Garden Visitor Centre will be an innovative landmark building
that will welcome residents and visitors alike to the world of
flora. Designed by Busby Perkins + Will with the collaboration of
renowned landscape designer Cornelia Hahn Oberlander, the $20
million Visitor Centre will house educational and volunteer services
while promoting environmentally conscious and sustainable building practices. The project strives to meet the stringent standards set
in the Living Building Challenge operated by the Cascadia / Canada
Green Building Council. The Visitor Centre will be approximately
19,000 square feet in surface area and is currently under construction, with an anticipated completion date in the summer of 2011.
The architecture of the building emulates the composition of a
flower with overlapping petals and a grounding stem; a vision that
is harmonious with the Botanical Garden surroundings. The location of the building within the existing site was selected to minimize
the impact of construction and to preserve the established vegetation as much as possible. The materials and assemblies were selected to comply with the high performance standards, durability,
energy and water efficiency targets required for the Living Building
certification.
Two feature walls will be constructed using rammed earth, a
process in which soil from the site will be mixed mainly with cement
and then rammed into place in approximately 600 mm high lifts
to create curved bands of colour. Mimicking the geometry of the
roof petals, the walls will follow a three dimensional curvature. The
rammed earth process lends itself well to such a complex shape in
terms of placement on site. To maximize the visual impact of the
rammed earth on both the inside and the outside of the building,
the walls are designed as a sandwich assembly, with a 6 inch thick
intermediate layer of rigid polyisocyanurate foam insulation to provide the thermal resistance to the walls. The rest of the opaque walls
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follow a similar sandwich assembly, with the rammed earth substituted with sprayed on-site shotcrete.
The curtain wall glazing offers natural day lighting and views
of the surrounding gardens at all elevations. Daylight sensors and
dimming controls equilibrate the natural light flow to the inside to
reduce energy consumption and enhance occupant comfort. Operable lites will be located in each occupiable space per the Living
Building Challenge. The roof petals gather together in the centre
of the atrium space and transition to a fully glazed oculus. Operable lites in the sloped curtain wall are mechanized with actuators
to help regulate the natural ventilation and heat extraction for a
healthy indoor environment meeting ASHRAE 62 standards.
The five petals shaping the roof structure will be manufactured
locally with laminated wood beams supporting a plywood diaphragm while showcasing British Columbia’s wood industry. Each
wood panel has specific dimensions and varying slopes, which when
stitched together on site will form the complex geometry of each
petal. The Living Building Challenge requires that the timber be reclaimed from the site or certified by the Forest Stewardship Council ensuring sustainable regional forest management. A nominal
thermal resistance value of R-40 will be provided by the application
of spray polyurethane foam insulation. The panels will be waterproofed with a two-ply SBS roofing membrane. While the installation of the sheet membrane will be a challenging exercise given
the three dimensional curvature of the structure, it will provide an
expected service life that reflects the life expectancy of the building.
Over top of the roofing membrane will be a combination of ballasted and vegetated landscaping. Considering the amount of rainwater
collection and retention on the petals and the extent of the overburden, this project was a good candidate for the implementation of a
leak detection system. Constant monitoring of the condition of the
structure beneath the waterproofing layer will give piece of mind to

the owners and operators of the building while helping to judge the
appropriate time for the next roofing membrane renewal.
The ballasted and vegetated landscaping will play a critical role
in achieving the net zero water use for the building. Rainwater will
be harvested by the petals and guided to a water cistern for processing without chemicals. Potable water will be used for facilities such
as showers and sinks, while non-potable water will be reserved for
toilet operation, garden irrigation and in-slab radiant heating from
the geothermal heating system. Blackwater will be treated on site
and reused within the non-potable water system.
All net annual energy must stem from renewable energy sources
on site for a project to be considered a Living Building. An array
of photovoltaic panels will be installed on the roof petals to collect
solar energy that will be converted into electrical power. The main
end use of the electricity will be to operate the pellet boiler. Excess
electricity will be fed back into the central grid to augment its supply. Heat will be generated by the pellet boiler with the combustion of dry wood waste collected from the Vancouver Parks Board’s
various sites. A non-potable water closed loop system will transfer
the heat from the boiler to the indoor environment through in-slab
radiant piping.
Choosing the roof and wall assemblies for the Visitor Centre
was done by following the Materials guidelines of the Living Building Challenge. Amongst them, the most exigent guidelines to meet
were the proximity of material and service sourcing and the “red
listed” materials that are believed to be health hazards. Effort was
made by the design and construction team to ensure products and
services were within the maximum distance from the project. Alternate products needed to be considered to make sure suspected
hazardous components were excluded from the assemblies without
compromising their durability. This was the most challenging aspect
of the Living Building Challenge from the building envelope perspective, which ultimately makes the direction of the initial building
design so important. After the initial design phase has past, the flexibility for modifying certain materials and assemblies is significantly
limited.
The VanDusen Botanical Garden Visitor Centre is destined
to be a leading example for future projects in Canada that aim to
achieve environmental and sustainable excellence in their design
and construction. Participation in the Living Building Challenge is a
new practice and interesting learning experience for the Vancouver
region, and is a step in the right direction to strive for better performing buildings. 
n
Catherine Lemieux, P.Eng., LEED AP, currently works at Morrison Hershfield’s Vancouver office as a Building Science Consultant.
She has participated in projects ranging from the diagnosis of building
envelope failures and the rehabilitation work on existing buildings, to
design and field review for new construction projects spanning the residential, commercial and institutional sectors.
Sophie Mercier is a Senior Building Science Engineer and Principal
with Morrison Hershfield Ltd. She has had the opportunity, over her
12 year of work experience at MH, to be involved with a number of interesting and challenging projects incorporating innovative design and
non-traditional approaches. She has developed an expertise in cladding and glazing systems. She works out of MH’s Vancouver office and
she is currently President of the BC Building Envelope Council.
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John Straube:
Inspiring Minds
Article arranged by Alen Vrabec, Morrison Hershfield

J

ohn F. Straube, Ph.D., P.Eng., is a specialist building science engineer
who has been deeply involved in the areas of building enclosure design,
moisture physics and whole building performance as a consultant, researcher, and educator.
He is also a faculty member in the Department of Civil Engineering and the School
of Architecture at the University of Waterloo where he teaches courses in structural design, material science and building science to both disciplines. Energy-efficient, healthy,
durable and sustainable building designs are a general goal of his research which is
often supported by advanced computer simulation, laboratory testing and full-scale natural exposure performance monitoring.

Q

From inspiring so many other minds,
what got you into the field of building
science (what was your inspiration)?
Around the time I was entering university, low-energy, R2000 homes were at
the forefront of the construction industry,
and were “on every magazine cover”. I
thought the concept was quite interesting,
so I decided that I wanted to study in a
field that would get me involved with that.
At that time, building science was not
an established or well-known field, so I
decided on civil engineering which was
the next closest thing. Unfortunately, during the first few years of schooling, they
did not teach anything like that.
That all changed when I took Eric
Burnett’s CIV E 407 forth year class in
January, 1991. It was like an epiphany and
pulled together so many facets of the construction and design industry for me—it
all seemed to make sense. I had always
known that I wanted to do something like
building science but until that class, did
not know how.

Q

What has been your biggest accomplishment / achievement to date in
the field of building science? What about
the building science industry as a whole?
One of my biggest achievements has
been staying in the industry for as long
as I have. If you think about it, I’ve been
studying, researching and teaching building science for about 20 years now. I’m
glad I’ve stuck with it as I find that I am

constantly learning something new and
interesting all the time.
I am also very proud that I’ve been
able to spread building science knowledge in my time in the industry. I really
get an immense sense of pride in speaking to my former students (both recent
graduates and those that have been out
of school for years (or decades)), and
seeing how many are out there in the industry now, knowing that they are trying
to design and build better, more durable
buildings and “making the world a better
place”. I feel that there will be a strong
building science legacy and there are a lot
of people doing a lot of good things. I’m
happy that I may have lit the spark for so
many of them.
In terms of the building science industry as a whole, I don’t think it is easy
to point to a single thing, or a few things
for that matter. I think one of the most
important accomplishments is that building science is spreading, is being taken
seriously, is utilized by many in the construction industry and is gaining (or has
gained) a lot of serious momentum.
Topics such as green energy, health,
indoor air quality, and durability are all
linked together by building science and
luckily, building science was not pigeonholed as a single, stand-alone component of the building industry, but rather
an umbrella with so many components
under it. Our field has demonstrated its
utility to a wide range of people to solve
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various problems related to buildings and
construction.

Q

Out of all your roles (educator, consultant, researcher, lecturer), which
one do you find the most rewarding and
why?
I enjoy everything I do. As previously
noted, I get the most satisfaction and “feel
good factor” being an educator / teacher,
however, I don’t think it would be possible
if I didn’t continue being a researcher and
consultant as well. I am constantly introduced to new information and new ways
to deal with problems, which I can then
pass along to my students. That being
said, I believe many more problems can be
solved by spreading the current information by educating, rather than researching
and finding new problems.
Every role benefits from the other so
all my roles are important and strengthens
the others. Its like a tripod—you need all
three legs to be effective.

Q

Is there anything in particular you
wish you could change about the
industry?
While I’m happy to see the industry focus more on energy conservation, I think
we should be looking more at actual building performance, rather than worrying
about picking up LEED points, or rating
buildings whether they are “green or not
green”.
I would like to see more effort taken

to quantify, scientifically demonstrate or
benchmark performance criteria in buildings, rather than just design a building in
order to be able to put up a plaque in the
front office saying how “green” it is.

I feel that there will be a
strong building science
legacy and there are a lot
of people doing a lot of
good things. I’m happy
that I may have lit the
spark for so many of them.

Q

Where do you see the future of building science? Are there any particular paths that you see the industry going
towards?
Building science will continue as an illdefined field that ties together all the factors of building construction that makes a
building “good”.
There will be greater and greater demands put on buildings and good building science will be necessary to ensure
the buildings perform as intended. The
strength of building science is its flexibility
and its scientific basis, that it can fill in all
the information gaps as needed.
Ultimately, the industry will need to
look at its past mistakes and hopefully
apply building science to solve them properly. 
n
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BEC Roundup
13th Canadian Conference on Building Science and
Technology
The Future of the Building Envelope…Building Upon Our
Past
The Manitoba Building Envelope Council (MBEC) is pleased
to be hosting the 13th Canadian Conference on Building Science
& Technology (CCBST) on behalf of the National Building Envelope Council (NBEC) in Winnipeg on May 10-13, 2011.
This biennial conference will take place in Winnipeg for the
first time in 25 years, building on the success of the past twelve
Canadian Conferences on Building Science and Technology.
We will bring together building scientists, architects, engineers,
property managers, contractors, product manufacturers, delivery agents for energy conservation strategies, governing bodies
and others involved in the design and construction industry. The
organizing committee anticipates up to 400 local, national and
international experts on building science, energy efficiency and
green building design will attend the one-day workshops (optional) and two-day conference which will provide a forum to learn
from educational sessions, exchange of information, tours and
experiences from fellow delegates.
The 13th annual Canadian Conference on Building Science
and Technology will emphasize new innovations and design
methods that are still under development in the building science
industry while illustrating how our past techniques and technology have helped bring us to where we are today in building for
the future. This conference offers educational sessions from
delegates from all over the world on such topics as:
• Improved outcomes where failures have suggested novel
avenues of research or revised conceptual framework for
designers;
• New products, systems or techniques for improved building
enclosure performance,
• Improvement to computational models or other design tools
prompted by field experience or experiment;
• Novel methods of management, organization, or quality
assurance;
• New research and revised design understanding;
• Innovative construction methods;
• Retrofit of existing building structures to modern energy and
sustainability design standards,
• Integrating building design into the built environment;
• Building commissioning and whole building performance
verification;
• Air-tightness testing of buildings;
• HVAC and air-tightness harmonization;
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• Concept of building science as a profession and industry capacity building to meet future building demands;
• Cost effective and practical solutions to new building construction and retrofits for existing structures that balance economics, regulatory pressures and existing market capacity; and
• Increased use of smart building technologies to operate
buildings in a pro-active and computerized environment.
One of our two keynote speakers is Dr. John F. Straube. Dr.
Straube is a professor of building science in the Civil Engineering Department and School of Architecture at the University of
Waterloo, Ontario and a principal of Building Science Corporation. Dr. Straube has acted as an educator, researcher, consultant
and expert witness on energy efficiency, rain penetration control,
durability and indoor air quality (IAQ). His current interests include the optimal system design of buildings, sustainable buildings, integration of HVAC with high-performance enclosures,
and moisture problem avoidance.
For sponsorship, delegate information and registration,
please visit our website at www.becwinnipeg2011.com or e-mail
info@becwinnipeg2011.com for more information.
Delegate Registration opens November 1st! Sponsorship/
Exhibiting opportunities are still available but going fast.
Best regards,
13th CCBST Organizing Committee

Building Ecology, Science and
Technology Lecture Series 2010-2011
FREE ADMISSION FOLLOWED BY SNACKS AND REFRESHMENTS.
• All lectures are held at the John H. Daniels Faculty of Architecture,
Landscape and Design
• 230 College Street, Toronto, ON
• Seating is limited to a first come first serve basis.
Dr. Jennifer Veitch
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 6 PM
ROOM 103, 230 COLLEGE STREET
Health, Environment and
Buildings
Jennifer Veitch has been active in environmental psychology research since
1985 at laboratories at the University of
Manitoba, University of California at Irvine, University of Victoria, and at the
National Research Council Institute for
Research in Construction (NRC-IRC)
NRC / IRC since 1992. In 2008, Dr, Veitch
spearheaded the establishment of the Canadian Building and Health Sciences Network to bring together the many Canadian
researchers who are concerned with making buildings healthier. The new network
will coordinate knowledge and research
in Canada about building-related health
problems, and will formulate credible recommendations to improve building design,
construction, operation and maintenance.
Canadians, like others in the industrialized world, spend approximately 90
percent of their time indoors, making
these environmental conditions important determinants of our health and wellbeing. For instance, noise exposure in
the home and classroom adversely affects
children’s’ acquisition of reading skills;
noise exposure at work can contribute
to the development of cardiovascular
disease. A growing literature on exposure to daylight and nature views shows
benefits for these conditions in reducing
strain and improving healing following
surgery. These findings have had limited
influence on building design, construction, and operation, in part because of
limited interaction between the relevant
disciplines. Success in understanding how
our built environment affects our health
demands such interdisciplinary work;
success in improving our living conditions demands further co-operation with
designers, builders, and policy-makers.

This presentation will briefly summarize
current research, and make the case for
an urgent need for broadly-based interdisciplinary research to provide a basis for
practical interventions.

William O’Brien – WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 9, 6 PM
ROOM 103, 230 COLLEGE STREET
Design of Solar Buildings
William O’Brien has been a leading
researcher within the NSERC-funded
Solar Buildings Research Network in
the area of solar buildings performance
simulation. His work has focused on the
development of conceptual or earlystage design tools that assist architects in
achieving high performance solar buildings that deliver comfort, efficiency and
aesthetic delight.
This presentation will examine the
design methodology and software tools
needed to cost-effectively achieve netzero energy housing. Prior to the establishment of the Solar Buildings Research
Network in Canada, solar buildings design
had relied on outdated rules of thumb and
obsolete software that did not accurately
predict the performance of integrated
passive and active solar systems. After a
5-year research cycle, it is now possible for
designers to reliably predict performance
and derive critical building parameters at
the conceptual design stage. His presentation is aimed at helping architects rediscover a new generation of solar buildings
to enable sophisticated design strategies
that do not compromise architectural design intent.
EACH LECTURE = 2 CORE
LEARNING HOURS
Lecture series proudly
sponsored by Tremco
Roofing.
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Join your local BEC so you can
stay on-top of the industry’s
latest news and developments!
Attend ABEC’s
Meetings!

Alberta Building Envelope Council
(ABEC) meetings are held the 4th
Wednesday of each month (January to
May, September to November), 11:45
am to 1:30 pm. They are held at the
Village Park Inn, 1804 Crowchild Trail,
N.W. – Calgary.

FEEDBACK

The British Columbia Building Envelope Council (BCBEC) would like
your feedback on past luncheons, future presentations, or any views that
would be beneficial to the organization. All submittals will be reviewed.
Email info@bcbec.com to share your thoughts!

Write for Pushing
the Envelope!
Do you want to write an expert article for Pushing the
Envelope? We accept story ideas from across Canada so if
you are working on a unique project or have industry-related
research to share, email ssavory@matrixgroupinc.net. We are
currently looking for topics for both 2011 issues, published in
the spring and fall.
All topics must be approved by OBEC.
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2010 Annual Meeting /
Ecobuild America

December 6 - 10, 2010
Washington Convention
Center - Washington, D.C.
The National Institute of Building
Sciences Annual Meeting will be held
December 6-10, 2010 in conjunction
with Ecobuild America in Washington,
D.C. The Institute Board of Directors, councils and committees will convene for program meetings and to discuss new ideas for improving the built
environment.
Come experience the scope of the
Institute's activities. Plan to attend the
buildingSMART allianceTM Conference, FEDCon®'10, Advanced Materials Symposium, COBie Challenge, the
Institute's Annual Awards Banquate and
more!
Plus, it is a great opportunity to participate in everything else that Ecobuild
America has to offer. New co-located
events this year include the Associated
Builders and Contractors Green Building Symposium.

OBEC Membership
Membership opens the door to so much more.
More Learning - Conferences, Technical Forums
and Field Trips. More People - Architect's, Engineers, Educator's, Manufacturers and Contractors. More Opportunities - Construct Canada, Dinner Meetings and Social Events.
Join OBEC and join hundreds of other like-minded people in your industry. Individual and Corporate memberships are available. So submit your membership application today and open the door to so much more.
You can apply online at www.obec.on.ca or go to page 43 of this magazine to tear
out a membership application you can mail to the OBEC office.
To promote the pursuit of excellence in the design, construction and performance of the building envelope!
The Underwriters Laboratories of Canada (ULC) will be releasing three standards for Exterior Insulation Finishing Systems (EIFS)—one each for materials and
systems, installation and design.
• CAN/ULC S-716.1–Standard for Exterior Insulation Finish System–Materials
& Systems is the first part of ULC S-716 series to be published and is currently
being revised for inclusion in the National Building Code. This standard applies
to testing of systems and component materials for use in the Canadian environment. The development of testing criteria for a drainage cavity and fluid–applied
water-resistive barrier is also based on unique Canadian research.
• CAN/ULC S-716.2–Standard for Exterior Insulation Finish System–Installation
is being proposed for either the 2011 revision to the National Building Code, or
for the new 2014 Code. This Standard will impact installers from both a technical
and an operational point of view.
• CAN/ULC S-716-3–Standard for Exterior Insulation Finish System–Design is
aimed at architects and designers.
The EIFS Council of Canada has also developed an EIFS Quality Assurance Program that focuses on design, tendering and execution approaches. It is the first such
standard for the cladding industry in North America. The Council is also publishing
an updated best practices manual, which has been licensed from the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
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Opinion: Energy Efficiency

By Don Procter

Standards Could Change Building
Methods

C

onstruction and design methods
could be in for more than a few
alterations in the next five years
as building codes move to toughen energy
efficiency standards. One of the top priorities will be how to improve the building
envelope.
Builders shouldn’t underestimate the
significance, especially considering that by
2015 the Model National Energy Code for
Buildings could call for buildings to be 50
percent more energy efficient than they
are today.
The once-common solution of adding
more insulation batts to cavity walls won’t
cut it in many building types anymore.
Exterior insulation will play a bigger role,
with how much to use depending on building type.

Two inches of exterior insulation, such
as extruded polystyrene foam, is a fairly
common practice in some types of commercial buildings. However, it is difficult
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to apply with some cladding types—brick
for example.
Careful planning is required to incorporate it properly, said Laverne Dalgleish,

principal with Building Professional Consortium, a building science consultancy
based in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
If future energy code updates stipulate
even more exterior insulation, as is expected, builders might have to completely
redesign wall assemblies to make it feasible, he added.
There’s no need to panic, however.
While the 2011 update to the Model
National Energy Code for Buildings will
call for about a 25 percent increase in
energy efficiency, that is still within the
bounds of normal construction and design
methods, said Dalgleish.
Some experts question how much of a
difference the 2011 update will make because many provincial and even municipal
code authorities have been addressing
energy conservation for years, said Mark
Lawton, principal with Morrison Hershfield Ltd.
Ontario, B.C. and other provinces, for
example, reference ASHRAE 90.1, the
U.S. energy standard for buildings more
than three storeys tall, and many governments have incorporated LEED requirements into codes.

Still, many of today’s highrises are clad
in curtainwalls and windowwalls, which
don’t compare to a well-insulated opaque
wall for energy performance.
So why are so many new buildings,
even those billed as energy efficient, constructed with windowwalls or curtainwalls?

A key reason is money.
Opaque walls can be expensive and
time-consuming to install, Lawton points
out.
To compensate for the energy deficiencies in a wall with windows, designers
Continued on page 34
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Continued from page 33
might have to use higher performance
HVAC systems.
“The route to energy savings is, yes, to
build better envelopes,” said Lawton.
But, building the envelope that best
suits the building type and usage is rarely
straightforward.

Factors such as plug loads—heat generated from electronic equipment such as
computers—have a significant impact on
energy performance of large commercial
buildings.
Lawton said that too often the energy
modeling for large buildings has been
fictional because of thermal bridging, a
phenomenon where materials that are
poor thermal insulators allow the escape
of heat, even though they are surrounded
by insulation.
It is not unusual, he said, for builders and designers to measure the energy

performance based on the amount of insulation installed in cavity walls.
That’s not an accurate measurement in
many commercial steel-framed wall systems where thermal bridging can occur,
he said.
Lawton pointed out that a cavity wall
rated R-20, for instance, might in reality
only be R-4, when thermal bridging calculations are made.
To complicate matters even more, it
might not matter if a wall is rated R-20
or R-4, in part, because opaque walls in
many large commercial buildings represent a small portion of the overall wall
assembly.
Moreover, heat generated from office
equipment might be enough to justify less
insulation.

If future energy code
updates stipulate even
more exterior insulation,
as is expected, builders
might have to completely
redesign wall assemblies
to make it feasible.
There’s no need to panic,
however.
Canada’s updated energy code will
shift from R-values to U-values, as the
standard for measuring energy performance for walls, said Dalgleish.
U-value is the rate of the heat flow
while R-value measures the resistance to
heat flow.
U values take into account the framing assembly type, thermal bridging and a
host of other wall details that aren’t measured through R-values.
n
Copyright © 2010 Reed Construction
Data, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. October 20, 2010.
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The View from
my Window

W

ell, here we are…the end of
November and it is getting
cold.
I was thinking about my career in the
building envelope business recently and
it occurred to me that I sold my first retro-fit window in 1976. That was thirtyfour years ago!
At that time, vermiculite insulation
was something we sold in paper bags…
bags that would break and then be shovelled into plastic bags. Asbestos paper
and boards were commodities that we
cut and handled like newsprint and plywood. Tar paper was what we used on
our plywood exterior sheathing. Mono
caulking was “state of the art”. We
smoked at our desks with our rotary

telephones and vinyl siding was just
starting to be used.
The whole notion of vapour barrier
was just that, a notion. Electric baseboard heaters were pretty stylish. R-12
insulation in your walls was really good.
Flashing was something you used where
the chimney poked through the roof,
never on a window. Doors were solid
wood. Notice a theme?
Here is my point: no matter what
we think about how technologically advanced we have become, we thought the
same thing years ago and look what happened! Every day we are learning more.
Every day the technology improves…
such that I contend that much of what
we take as “basic building science” and
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products will also be proven to be “old
fashioned” given enough time, enough
education and enough technology.
This is where OBEC comes in. Here,
we have a group of building science professionals who come together, competitors by day, collaborators by night, and
we figure out the next big steps forward.
I am thankful that I belong to a group
that know that getting it right is essential for the common good. We all live in
building envelopes…thankfully, that envelope is more understood and improving with each passing year.
n
Brian Shedden, BSSO, is the Director
of Operations for GRG Building Consultants Inc.
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Genge’s
			 Gripe
The Erosion of the Building
Science in Building Claims
By Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng., BDS, BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med

E

nough already! Does anyone
else see a growing sense of
entitlement in building envelope lawsuits? It seems that more and
more claimants are looking for money
rather than repair of the building defects. Knowing that most cases don’t
go to court, claims tend to get settled
even though the value of the settlement
is totally out of proportion with the
value of the repairs. It brings to mind
the Eagles’ tune having the words, “you
haven’t been the same since you had your
little crash but you might feel better if I
gave you some cash....”. Yes, that’s it...
building performance can be satisfied
with a big wad of cash. There are other
phrases in the tune that are perhaps as
applicable…involving what to do about
lawyers (that is your homework).
Buildings are constructed by hand
and with as much craftsmanship as possible to bring the product to market
within the available budget. Most builders will happily fix the things they do get
wrong. Unfortunately, that opportunity
is becoming unavailable. Claimants are

taking advantage of the awkwardness
and expense involved in civil litigation
and in the growing trend involving damages measured by replacement rather
than repair. Since “damages” is measured in dollars, repair work (as rationale
as that seems) is unusual as a means of
remedy.
Now it seems that it is sufficient to
assume construction defects WILL
cause problems.
What’s worse is that the sufficiency
of the investigation is suffering. Now it
seems that it is sufficient to assume construction defects will cause problems
(not “may”, but “will”). While there may
be extensive reporting of defects, the
connection between performance and
defects is frequently tenuous at best. It’s
a wholly unscientific approach. Counsel
on one recent case proudly announced
that $100,000 or so of engineering was
expensed to collect data on defects. Yet
all the defence experts were astounded
at the absence of building science. Apparently, the thoroughness of the report
was measured in its weight rather than

While there may be extensive reporting of
defects, the connection between performance and defects is frequently tenuous at
best. It’s a wholly unscientific approach.
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its reasoning. The claimant still ended
up with a substantial settlement; but science had nothing to do with it.
At the opposite extreme, the claimant on another case had obtained engineering advice that new windows on their
building were the cause of (a very few)
leaks. Notwithstanding that claim was
based on very limited testing, the owner
proceeded to replace all windows.
Others had demonstrated that the leaks
were caused by factors not involving
the windows; however, the owner had
already embarked on a path that would
generate several million dollars in costs
without a cogent connection between
his accruing damages and the actual defects. Since there’s no proof of anything
either way, it’ll likely settle for more
than the true cost to actually repair the
leaks. How either approach promotes
efficient use of materials, landfill, or
technical resources is mind-boggling.
Both of these simple examples involve
buildings that are less than 10 years old.
Everyone would agree that owners
are entitled to a building that performs
in a manner consistent with the contracted performance. But, no contract
I have ever read expects perpetual perfection. So, what can we do about this?
One step is to engage a neutral technical expert who can assess the quality
of the claim from a technical perspective. Litigation consulting for building
claims could help claimants with assembling the correct technical expertise and
format needed to give fraction a valid

claim. It may also toss out the anchor
if the claim has no legs and should be
dealt with in some other manner.
…engage a neutral technical expert
who can assess the quality of the claim
from a technical perspective.
For example, I recently acted as a
neutral technical evaluator on a case involving a $2M plus repair on a 15-year
old building. After the reality check on
betterment, litigation risk, and inappropriately claiming for deferred maintenance, the claim was settled in one day
for under $200K—long before the fees
began to mount. Unfortunately, once a
path is struck, counsel and consultants
alike are loathe to alter an opinion on
the damages and liability. That could be
embarrassing, career limiting, and certainly not revenue generating.
On the other hand, if all risks associated with a claim are made clear up
front, most owners I know are willing
to accept a fair deal or even allow the
builder to make repairs. Issues like accruing fees, betterment, litigation risk,
contractual responsibilities, and actual performance requirements should
be laid out at the beginning as reality,
not held as settlement-inducing scare
tactics.
Legal advisors, owners, and managers of properties need to be convinced that the investigation proposed
supports the claim. Correct application
of building science is the building professional’s responsibility and it is equally our responsibility to make sure that
plaintiffs, defendants, and their counsel
understand the necessary scope of assessment required to prepare a cogent
opinion and the limitations of those
assessments.
…“Hot Tubbing” becomes a preliminary discovery of soft spots in the
other’s case.
There is a growing effort to have opposing experts sit together and develop
an agreed statement of findings. More
often this “Hot Tubbing” becomes a
preliminary discovery of soft spots in
the other’s case. The idea is a good one
though. Professionals should be able to sit
about a table and work out the reasonable
approach that would be applied by the
reasonable person. Note to the lawyers…
Perhaps if the case managing judge was in

the same room, the expert’s egos would
be less evident and intransigence would
be less prevalent. It’s just a suggestion.
It is important to our profession that
we tell potential clients that our undertaking is to protect the public, apply
our science, and promote the integrity of our profession. We aren’t their
hired guns and we are fully capable of
changing our opinion given another’s
perspective. Perhaps then, buildings
would be repaired where necessary; we
could recover control of our profession
from the lawyers and insurers; and we

could all get on with the business of designing and building better buildings. n
Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng., BDS, BSSO,
C.Arb., Q.Med. is President of the Ontario
Building Envelope Council and has been
active in standards development, education,
and improvement in building science technology for over 30 years. He is a Principal of
GRG Building Consultants Inc. and Arbitech ADR. He specializes in building science,
litigation support, dispute resolution, and
neutral evaluation and can be reached at
jgenge@grgbuilding.com or (800) 838.8183.
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What’s New?

Building Science Specialist Ontario (BSSO) Update!
By Prof. Kim Pressnail, Chair BSSO/Academic Committee

C

ommitted to enhancing the value
of the Building Science Specialist Ontario (BSSO) designation,
your Board of Directors has been busy on
many fronts! Here is an overview of the
changes that are taking place.
Education
First, working with the School of
Continuing Studies at the University of
Toronto and Marianne Touchie, PhD
candidate in the Department of Civil Engineering, the Board has participated in a
review of the Building Science Certificate
programme, completion of which is a prerequisite for the BSSO designation.
Addressing our concerns about the
quality of the educational experience, the

course offering has been streamlined to
six “core” certificate courses that meet
our BSSO requirements. Existing course
material has been revised where required
and, as proposed by our president Jerry
Genge, a new Building Envelope Materials course has been created. This new
course, which incorporates elements of
the previously offered “Concrete Rehabilitation” course, also includes the study
of other building materials including sealants, thermal insulation, and air and vapour retarding membranes. Further, to
ensure students completing the program
are adequately prepared to meet the
needs of the building science industry,
the basic science and academic rigor of
the foundational building science courses

have been increased while the underlying
themes of energy conservation and sustainability have been also been enhanced.
Experience
In addition to addressing the education
requirements for the BSSO, the Board
of Directors has also instituted a practical experience requirement. From 2011,
in order to earn the BSSO designation,
new applicants who hold an engineering
or architecture degree must show that
they have obtained at least 2,000 hours of
practical experience directly related to the
practice of building science.
The Board has also introduced an alternative “education path” for the BSSO.
Ordinarily, designees are required to

The Building Science Specialist of Ontario (BSSO) designation provides members of the industry, including building designers,
specifiers, developers, contractors, and owners, the confidence that any designation holder has a high level education and understanding in the field of Building Science.
2010-11 BSSO members in Good Standing
Farisn Alnakkar, HND Mech Eng, CET, BSSO

Ron Groenenberg, P.Eng., BSSO

Robert Rymell, P.Eng., C.Eng., BSSO

Tony Aspro, BSSO

Naji Hassan, BSSO

Adam Safadi, P.Eng., BSSO

Rockford Boyer, BSSO

Michael Hensen, P.Eng., BSSO, RRC

Zack Salman, BSSO

Robert A. Capitano, BSSO

Jeff Jamieson, BSSO, CCCA

Brian Shedden, BSSO

Luis Cevada, BSSO

John Kataila, BSSO

Jay Singh, BSSO

Philip Chiovitti, B. Tech., CET, BSSO

Ted Katsoris, BSSO

Brian Staples, BSSO

Phillip Ciantar, BSSO

Rocco Liscio, M.Eng., P.Eng., BSSO

Jonathan Solomon, BSSO

Stephen Collette, BBEC, LEED AP, BSSO

Peter Marsh, BSSO

Kevin Stelzer, BSSO

Guillermo Cordero, BSSO

Chuck Murad, A.Sc.T., BSSO

Nalliah Thayabharan, BSSO

David Cousins, BSSO

Ali Mustafa, BSSO

Edward Thwin, BSSO

Cynthia Fletcher, B.Eng., BSSO

Jeremy Nixon, P.Eng., BSSO

George Torok, B.Tech.(Arch.Sci.), A.Sc.T., BSSO

Anthony Fragale, BSSO

Michael J. Pace, BSSO

Renato Veerasammy, C.Eng., P.Eng., BSSO

Jerry Genge, P.Eng., BDS, BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med.

Patricia Paz-Soldan, BSSO

Alen Vrabec, P.Eng., BSSO

Melody Gonsalves, PMP, BSSO, B.Arch.Sci.

Steve Rothwell, BSSO
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obtain a Building Science Certificate.
Recognizing the value of experience from
a career in the field, an applicant may be
exempted from the certificate requirement if he or she can show 20 or more
years of continuous building science experience in at least four cores areas of
building science practice. Details of this
exemption may be found on our website:
www.obec.on.ca
Advancement
OBEC has always required BSSO designees to be active in achieving continuing education. Until recently, enforcement and monitoring of these requirements has been inconsistent at best. In
order to protect the value of the BSSO
designation, administrative procedures
to track continuing education credits
have been instituted. Further, designees will now be required to file their
continuing education credits annually,
instead of every two years, as required
previously. Since a designee may earn
more than 10 credits per year, he or
she can now carry up to 10 credits forward or backward one year to meet the

existing requirement of 20 credits every
two years.
Maintenance Support
Some BSSO designees voiced concern
about the programs available to earn the
necessary 10 continuing education credits
per year. To address this issue and to fulfil our mandate of disseminating building
envelope information and educating our
members, OBEC embarked on a program
shift that reduces the number of monthly
meetings while increasing the number of
day-long conferences.
For example, in the Fall of 2009,
OBEC held the first annual “GreenPrint”
conference. This year, it will present a
two-day conference including everything
you ever wanted to know about EIFS, as
well as a day devoted to energy-efficiency,
leadership and sustainability. By attending one two-day OBEC conference,
a full-year’s continuing education credits
can be earned.
Membership Structure
OBEC members and BSSO designees
were also unclear about the corporate

member category and the BSSO requirement to be an individual member. This
led to confusion that was compounded by
a multiple fee structure. In response, the
OBEC Board has amended the membership structure so that an individual member, who is also a BSSO designee, now
pays a single fee.
Finally having implemented all of
these changes, the question arises: What is
the value of having a BSSO designation?
With no regulated Building Science Specialist program in either the professional
engineering or architectural disciplines,
the Board believes it is of vital importance
that a substantial and credible credential
exists to demonstrate to industry a level of
technical maturity that rises above a mere
basic academic understanding. The Board
also believes that the licensed professions
do not have a monopoly on expertise and
thus the academic programme is available
to anyone who is up to the challenge.
In time, these changes will lead to
a strong, recognized, and sought-after
BSSO standard—a standard that may provide a viable model for Building Science
practice across the country! 
n
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Membership Year - June 1st - May 31st
SELECT MEMBERSHIP TYPE

ANNUAL FEE

FEE OWING

■ Individual

■ $165.00

$

■ Professional (BSSO Holder)

■ $240.00

$

■ Student

■ $25.00/school year

$

Contact Information

(if Individual or Student): ■ Mr.

■ Ms.

Name:

■ Mrs.

■ Dr.

■ Prof.

■ Other

Title:

Company (School if student):

Address:

City:

Province:

Telephone: (

)

Fax: (

Postal Code:

)

Email:

SELECT MEMBERSHIP TYPE

ANNUAL FEE

FEE OWING

■ Corporate

■ $660.00

$

Contact Information

(if Corporate):

Company:

Address:

City:

Province:

1. ■ Mr.

■ Ms.

■ Mrs.

■ Dr.

■ Prof.

Postal Code:

■ Other

Name:

Title:

Telephone: (

2. ■ Mr.

■ Ms.

)

■ Mrs.

Fax: (

■ Dr.

■ Prof.

)

Email:

■ Other

Name:

Title:

Telephone: (

3. ■ Mr.

■ Ms.

)

■ Mrs.

Fax: (

■ Dr.

■ Prof.

)

Email:

■ Other

Name:

Title:

Telephone: (

4. ■ Mr.

■ Ms.

)

■ Mrs.

Fax: (

■ Dr.

■ Prof.

)

Email:

■ Other

Name:

Title:

Telephone: (

5. ■ Mr.

■ Ms.

)

■ Mrs.

Fax: (

■ Dr.

■ Prof.

)

Email:

■ Other

Name:

Title:

Telephone: (

)

Fax: (

)

Email:

VOCATION:
■ Architecture ■ Contracting ■ Consulting ■ Education ■ Engineering ■ Government ■ Manufacturer ■ Supplier ■ Other

MEMBERSHIP TOTAL FEES

HST # 124383076

Subtotal

$

Add 13% HST

$

TOTAL $

Payment:

■ Cheque or money order enclosed payable to: Ontario Building Envelope Council

■ Please charge my credit card
Card Number:

■

■

■
Expiry Date

/

Print Name on Credit Card:
Signature:
Please mail your membership application form with cheque to: Ontario Building Envelope Council
2175 Sheppard Avenue East, Suite 310, Toronto, Ontario M2J 1W8
Payment by credit card may be faxed to: (416) 491-1670
QUESTIONS? Please contact OBEC Operations Manager, Sherry Denesha at: Tel: (416) 491-2886 Fax: (416) 491-1670 Email: sherryd@taylorenterprises.com
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Air Barrier Systems
BASF...............................................................10

Construction Management
Konstruktor Corporation...................................IFC

Air/Vapour Barriers
CertainTeed.......................................................6
W.R. Meadows..................................................3

Consulting
SPG Engineering..............................................42

Architects
Kneider Architects............................................45
Architectural Panels in
Building Envelope
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Backwater Valves
Mainline Backflow Product Inc..........................33
Building Consultants
GRG Building Consultants.................................31
Building Material and Hardware
Materiaux & Bas Prix........................................45
SFS Intec.........................................................35
Building Products
SRP Canada Inc...............................................17
Thames Valley Brick & Tile Building Products.....33

Consulting Engineering
SPL Consultants Limited...................................21
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Morrison Hershfield Ltd....................................23

Roof Consulting and Building
Envelope Technology
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Roofing Solutions
Viana Roofing & Sheetmetal Ltd........................29

EIFS and Restoration
Products
Durabond Products Limited........................... OBC

Roofing Systems Information
Services
Tremco Canada...............................................39

Engineering Consultants
Davroc & Associates Ltd.............................27, 42
Korr Building Services.....................................IBC

Roofing Systems
Manufacturer
Roofroc Ltd......................................................45

Exterior Veneers and
Siding
Raymond & Associates Roofing Inc...................45
Fiberglass Poctrusion
Inline Fiberglass...............................................14
Green Roofing
Live Roof.........................................................25

Building Products, WallPanels
EMCO BP........................................................12

Highrise Windows
State Window Corp....................................24, 25

Building Restoration
The Restorers Group Inc...................................34
Royal Fort Restoration......................................45
Wall-Tech Restoration......................................42

Hydraulic Mast/Climbing
Work Platforms
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Building Science and Restoration
Consultants
Read Jones Christoffersen................................35

Restoration Contractor
Brook Restoration Ltd.......................................32
KIB Building Restoration...................................44

Specialty Plumbing
SMS Ltd..........................................................42
Spray Poly Urethane Foam
Lapolla Industries Inc.......................................37
Testing Equipment
RM Group LLC.................................................34
Testing Laboratory
Can-Best.........................................................42
Thermal Imaging
Fluke Electronics..............................................45
Vapour Barrier
EI DuPont Canada............................................16

Locker Manufacturer
Group Lincora..................................................45

Wall Cladding
ETG Canada Corp..............................................4

Metal Roofing
ETG Canada Corp..............................................4

Water Proofing
Carlisle Coatings & Waterproofing.....................44

Building Systems
Terralta Inc......................................................30
Commercial Sealants and
Waterproofing
Tremco Incorporated........................................39
Concrete Admixtures
Durable Concrete Products...............................44
Concrete Restoration
Contractors
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Ontario Construction Secretariat.......................36
Restorex Contracting Ltd..................................45

ADVERTISE HERE!

There are many different advertising options for Pushing the Envelope! We have
ad sizes, shapes and styles to fit any preference and any budget!
For more information and/or to receive a media kit, email
sales@matrixgroupinc.net or call (866) 999-1299
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